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Last fall, we sent surveys to each of Passavant's employees. And we
received 1,040 responses-7{Vo of the amount possible. Survey experts
say a typical response rate is about 557o-60%o. We're extremely pleased

with our return rate and believe it illustrates our collective desire to make
Passavant the best

it can be.

As we analyzed the responses, we also found excellent representation

from all our departments. This tells us we're getting

a good cross-section

of opinions from people performing different jobs and working in a
variety of groups throughgut the hospital.

What this means is that we believe those of you who responded, as a
group, represent well the opinions of all Passavant employees.
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A thorough questionnaire surveyed all Passavant employees on many aspects of your
specific jobs, work environment, relationships, compensation, and communication

throughout the hospital. This is a sampling of what the survey asked:

work...the iob

itself:

hospital goals:

work
contribution?
Does your job challenge your abilities?
working conditions:
Are you satisfied with safety?
What about equipment and supplies?
working relationShipsl
do people cooperate?
Is NHPH a good Place to work?
Does the hospital believe your
makes an important

Does the hospital stress quality?

What's its future?

future success factonsl
How important is improving quality?
Do we have the flexibility necessary
for change?
How important is improved
communication?

quality:
How do we compare to other hospitals?
How do you perceive our quality?

morale:
How is it?
Is it getting better or worse?

supervisorrs:
Can you talk about work*related
problems?
Are you kept informed of how
you're doing?

relationships with

eyaluating performanee:
Do you understand performance
evaluations?

Are theY accurate?
What's the value of the feedback
You receive?

determining pay:
Do you understand how your

administration:
Are administrators interested

PaY is determined?

in

thoughts?
Do they work well together?
operating policies and goals.
Are goals and objectives of the
hospital known?
Are organizational policies clear?
communicatign:
What do you think of this employee
survey?
How are other materials you receive?
What about our everyday internal
communications?
employees'

Is communication getting better or worse?

Is it fair?
Does pay recognize good
performance?

itdvancement opportunities/policies:
Is our system of promotions fair?
Do you believe there is discrimination?

benefits:
How important are they?
What's the quality of our
benefit package?
Is the package competitive?
Do you understand your benefits?
What changes would you like to see?
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As you would expect from any survey, our results touched on the things we do well

and wish to continue, as well as those things we need to improve. The questionnaires
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were tabulated by an independent firm and compared with survey results from
employees in other hospitals. Here is a subject-by-subject account of what you
said, generally.

communication
superuisor relationships

evaluation and pay

employee benefits

management
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Let's take a closer look at your positive responses. What is it you said in

%
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the survey that you like about the many facets of your career at NHPH?

with the hospital 19 years and amvery tuctqt to do a

Jrffiffit'I Turl we work hard, and I m never embarrassed to accept
Ii"***ypt*ryt."
ffi,'t.

Most of you are positive about your jobs. Better than 90Vo said you
understand how your jobs contribute to the hospital's overall operation.

More thanSOVo said you would encourage a good friend to work here.

"All in all, I enjoy working at Passavant. I like

my

fellow employees,

the hours, and my pay."
A second

area

of satisfaction is with the hospital as a workplace. Working

relationships within immediate areas and departments, the level of
equipment and supplies, and safety received especially high marks.

"The hospital has many things in

its

favor (location, paying

patients, availability of land, community backing, monetary
assets, work force).

I would like to see major expansion . . .

Passavant has the potential of being a major hospital, not

just a community hospital."
Generally, amid comments good and bad, you remain enthusiastic about
the future of North

Hills Passavant Hospital, an attitude that allows us to

move forward through the '90s with confidence.

"

I like to work

at NHPH because it has day care (which

I

hope

to use), free parking, cafeteria discount (plus the goodfood), and

prescription drug discounts. "
Satisfaction with benefits for full-time employees and understanding of
those benefits were also high. You said the benefits package meets your
needs

"

well, and you know where to go for answers to questions.

Our hospital should market and maintain the two things that make

it a better hospital-excellent quality of care and a garing attitude
between staff and patients."
In looking a little closer at quality, nearly 90Vo sudyou would
encourage.a friend to use NHPH services, and more than90%o said

you use the hospital for your own health care needs.

"This hospital has tremendous potential based on

its

location and

dedicatedworkers.. ."
Attitudes toward the hospital and its goals are a big positive.
Nearly everyone surveyed noted NHPH is a growing hospital
and has an excellent future. And

a.

significant

ressed

the hospital's commitment to quality.
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To

addition to the man)) positive aspects

of working at Ir{HPH, the survey identified
several areas in which you want to see
improvements. While we are studying

all

areas you noted, the largest concerns

will

be

di,scLt,s,s

ed here.

Thrru include:
Recognition of performance
I

nte

rdepartmental coo pe ration

Employee morale

Attitudes toward management
I

nternal com m u n ication

Relationships with supervisors

Promotion policies/job posting
Benef its

Let's look at each of these areas a little more

closely-first noting what you said, then discussing
my reaction and some specilic actiolls.
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what you saidrrr

" Rucognition fo,

o_

good work is not given by some supervisors, and you feel
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like you should always do
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While most of you felt positively toward your jobs and the hospital,
the survey pointed out many people do not feel adequately recognized.

In fact, when asked whether they are treated as an important part-of the
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hospital, only 407o answered in the affirmative. In addition, survey results
indicated much dissatisfaction with performance evaluations and the
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feedback they provide. More than 507o of you said evaluations have

not accurately described your performancei
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my responserrr
We believe one of the factors contributing to the dissatisfaction with

recognition is tied to our evaluation salary program. We have made
significant progress with the salary project, involving many of you.
We see this progress as the foundation toward building a total
performance reward program.
We truly do see each individual as vital to the success of Passavant
and are committed to offering competitive salaries to reward your

contributions. To ensure this practice, we monitor salaries at 21 hospitals
throughout the Pittsburgh metropolitan area. And while we are pleased

with pay competitiveness overall, we look toward

a program that

both

rewards good perfofinance and addresses those whose performance falls
short. We are also committed to annual performance evaluations. These
changes are already in effect for department heads and nurses, and we
are working to put the program in place for all employees.
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what you Saidrrr

"working

c)

relationships across departments are shallow to very little,

J

with few exceptions. The hospital as a whole must be made
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to understand everybody's responsibility and caseload has

LU

increased, and we must all work together to expedite patient

F

well-being."

CE.

While you rated cooperation high in immediate work areas and within
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departments, you noted, strongly, that ciroperation across departments
was low.

CE.
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my responserrr
This finding is troubling to me and must be the key issue we address if we
are to seriously grapple

with the challenges of the '90s. We take pride in

calling ourselves the Passavant Family; and it is now more important than
ever that we mean what we say. Our exciting future compels us to become

more team oriented. The continued success of current health progrilms,
new opportunities, and expansion is based on cooperation. Because of this

integral need, I am issuing a challenge to vice presidents and department
heads to improve cooperation by developing and strengthening positive

working relationships within each of their areas of responsibility and
throughout the hospital. I will monitor the progress on an ongoing basis.
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what you saidrrr

"I

think general

morale is low because we have had so much change in

J

o-

management, and even though everyone's work load has

LLI

increased, we have not been able to replace employees who
have quit or who have retired. We need help in many oreas!"
While nearly three-quarters of you said you think Passavant is a good
place to work, just more than one-third said you think employee morale
is positive.

my responserrr

#

We all feel the changes going on here at Passavant. They're necessary

for us to compete in all aspects of our business. Changes make for
exciting times; they also bring about frustrations and nervousness.

I

know some of you have had so many supervisors that you weren't sure
who you were reporting to when you came in to work. And while there's
not a policy that can mandate better morale, I believe there are things

all of us can do, and it begins by recognizing the problem.
T.et me

tell you what I'm promising and what I'm asking. As we

continue through the process of change, you will receive honest, timely

communication so you'll know what's going on. I'm asking for your help
because we are all responsible for and beneficiaries of better morale. As

members of the Passavant Family, I'm asking that we all treat one another

with the dignity and respect deserved by each of us. I believe those are
the keys to improving morale hospital-wide.
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what you saidrrr

"rhirhospitar

has much potential. Upper management needs to listen
O
E.

and commltnicate more with supervisors and employees.
They have many good ideas and insights."
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Those who returned surveys said you believe management is not

cn

noted that the administration is not interested in employees as individuals

LtJ

and does not move quickly to resolve problems.

interested in employees' ideas or suggestions for improvement. You also
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my responserrr
While I cannot discount what you perceive, I am asking you for an open
mind about our present and to our future. Administrators and department
heads are interested in your suggestions and do care about each ofyou.

This survey, and management's actions in response to your concerns,
should indicate that. And we are ready to continue doing what's necessary
to earn your trust.
As for working quickly toward problem resolution, we ask for your
understanding that proper analysis and decision-making does take
time. We also want you to know our dedication to a process of timely
decision-making. We are certainly aware that a hospital-especially
one undergoing the number of changes we are experiencing-must
have the highest possible level of performance combined with efficient
management practices. We are dedicated to ensuring this combination
at North Hills Passavant.
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what you saidrrr

" I lrrl a lot more

commLtnication is needed benueen top management and
O

It

seems there are

lot of secretive things going

C)

employees.

J

on thot we need to know, even if thq) nre just ideos, to show
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us our ideos are being considerud."
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Perhaps the most resounding call for attention is in communication.

F

You have stressed a need for better communication from the top down
and from the bottom up.

=

A fu,II857o of the surveys said you often

hear

things first "through the grapevine."

my responserrr
We understand that in some areas, like personnel-related matters, our

communication is well perceived. But there is no question that day-to-day
information-sharing must be stepped up. Hopefully, by the time you read
this, you will already notice some improvements, since communication

is a major concern of mine. Expanded staff meetings, additional employee
information sharing sessions, and this brochure are just three examples. In
addition, I have asked senior management to work with department heads
on action plans to improve employee communication.
Our commitment to this employee survey is a strong one, and our
responses to the issues you raised are serious.

It is our intent to repeat

the survey every two to three years. We see it as an important vehicle
to keep open the lines of communication and to check on our progress.

It is but the beginning of improving total communication throughout
our hospital.
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What yOU Saidrrr

"ryeetasif our
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department supervisor does not take the time to listen to

:

what his employees have to say, is changing our procedures
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of work without insight to what we do, and is very uncaring
when told of problems that arise due to

,hongrr."

While you generally gave below average marks to supervision-related
questions, you specifically noted the inability to resolve conflicts between
employees and their supervisors.
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my responserrr
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We all know that every problem at work can't always be resolved. But
they all deserve to be addressed- Every employee must be able to discuss
an area of concern with his or her supervisor and receive an explanation
as

to the rationale behind the outcome.

For instances when this is not enough, we will develop a procedure

for resolution of disputes. This way, if after discussing a situation with
your supervisor you still do not agree with the outcome, you will have
an appropriate appeal process. Details of this procedure

communicated to you when they become available.

will

be
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what you saidrrr

"Adroncement

opportunities are founded on favoritism and 'who you know.'
Job postings and interviews are often a mere
the position has already

formality when

beenfitted."
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OnIy 50Vo of you said the Passavant job-posting system worked

O

much lower than the average at other hospitals. And fewer than3U%o of
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you said that you believed that the hospital promotes employees

wellfairly-.

much lower than average.

my responserrr
You have expressed real disappointment with our promotion practices
and job-posting program. You don't believe promotions are fair.

I believe

all employees must have access to a fair program providing opportunity
for career changes or advancements. In direct response to this concern,
we have hired a new staff member in Human Resources dedicated to this

activity. All policies and procedures regarding promotion and internal

job change are currently under review. We will communicate any
recommended changes.
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what you saidrrr

" RrgCIrding sick

time: After accumulating many sick days (not staying home

for every little thing), when we retire or leave, w€ lose
CIll these holtrs. I feel we should be paid fo, some of
these doy,s.

tt
While, by and large, you responded very favorably to your Passavant
employee benefits, full-time employees expressed dissatisfaction over
lack of compensation for unused sick days, and part-time employees
were dissatisfied with overall benefit coverage.

my responserrr
We are pleased that you so highly value the benefits provided here at
Passavant. We also hear your dissatisfactions-primarily in these two
areas. Our response is an in-depth study

of our entire benefit program-

including competitiveness, cost, and legal compliance in each area. We
are now studying appropriate changes to the program. We hope to finalize

this project during the summer and will communicate the results to you
at that time.
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employee survey here at North Hills Passavant revealed much of what

we expected-that you cars about the jobs you perform, the people with
whom you work, and the environment in which you pursue your careers.
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are things we do well here and things we should do better. This survey

is a step in drawing those things

out-so we can talk about them, recognize

our many abilities, and improve on our weaknesses. That's what total quality
is all about.

B".urrr"

we value the survey, we have spent a grealdeal of time, effort, and

energy in collecting and analyzingthis data. We

will continue to use it on an

ongoing basis as we evaluate policies, procedures, environment, and the
many aspects of employment at North Hills Passavant Hospital.
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